Abstract

In today's scenario web services have become a magnificent paradigm as the Web is moving towards a collection of services that interoperate through the Internet. Pooled with Semantic Web technologies, Web Services can be definitely interpreted and selected based on the consumers' requirements. In this paper an attempt has been made to apply LSP (Logic Scoring Preference) method with OWA (Ordered Weighted Averaging) Operators for semantic web service selection. The proposed model consists of three components namely service repository, OWL-Converter and Multi service agent. Service repository maintains both functional and nonfunctional service profiles. Owl-converter helps in converting WSDL into Owl-S format. Multi service agent consists of two sub systems namely functional agent and QoS agent. Functional agent helps in discovery of relevant services where as QoS agent helps in ranking the discovered services based on QoS factors. The performance evaluation of the proposed framework is illustrated using online book purchase scenario.
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